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ON ONB SYSTEM OP NONЫNБAR BQUATIONS 

Rudolf Kodnár 
Bratislava, ŐSSR 

In this paper, some proЪlems of the system of differential 
equations connected with the theory of nonlinearly ela tic plates 

(Łepik [1] and JerSov [2j) will Ъe analysed. 
2 

Let £L Ъe a Ъounded aomain in R with Ъoundary 'дй • We consider 
the system 

( 1 ) ^lwxxxx+2Í2wxxyy+^wyyyy- lWwxx>xx+<*wyy>yy+2<«wxy>xy- -
- ICUWyyJ^+^w^yy-гí-Cw^^yЗ^LP^.wЗ + ík.PІ+fP.wЗ-j- Єl, 

<2> Vxxxx+2í5Pxxyy+í6Pyyyy* - г t w ' w - И k ' w - + Ч' 
In the system (1),(2) 0^(^1,2,. . . ,6) are positive constants and 
«C(xfy)9 P 0(x 9y) 9 k(x9y)9 g-^x^y), g2(x9y) are sufficiently regular 

real functions. Ais a real paramet r. Purther, in (1),(2) we use 
the fcrllowing notation 

Ü^гl^xxîyy+řyyíxx^řxyV' ^ * Ъ ř x x V 4 Г 2 * y y t x x - 2 t y x y V 
wh re Tт tTo^ч ^

1
*
6
 i-onnegative constants. 

The existence of the solution (1}
9
(2) is considered in the 

space W^H^xH^. The spaces H-^H^ are generat d Ъy the Ъoundary con-

ditions. Let the Ъoundary conditions have such a form, that HЛi»l, 

2) have the properti s of the space W~. Let gj^H^t &g*
H
2>

 w n г
© 

H^(i*l
9
2) ar dual spaces to H^. 

Definition. The pair 4w
9
?>«W will Ъe called the weak solution of 

the system (1),(2) und r given Ъoundary conditions, if 
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<
4
> *^* l**»в£ - ì<tw»wД.V)b2-(ik,wЬV)Ьa+<£g2.У>H2, 

wheгe DC.^^-Wxx^+Zw^y^+WyyVyy, 

<«x»*>Ł» ^в2»ł»н "*•
 d u a l i t

-
в в
« 

Theorem lttopological method). Let exist вuch constants C ^ ÿ O , C2?0, 
that inequalitie 

1> CjЛąxl*. +ЛCJ.+CЩ D gjjЦtCj+Cg, 
( 5 )

 c^a/Sb^ 
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(3) «**! 



hold, where C
DI»

CTM CTH »Ck are Posi*ive constants (as follows from 

the estimates in the proof). Let T is the operator generated by 

the form (3)4(4) (addition). Then there exists in W a solution of 

the equation 
(T<w9F>9<<*9<f>)w*0. 

If the solution is unique in the hounded domain Q (9*Q)9 then the 
Galerkin approximations converge in the norm W. 

Theorem 2(variational method). Let fi*^*^* 1* Le* G i s a operator 
generated by the form (3)-(4) (subtraction). Then G is a potential 
operator* If 
(6) l^C^maxUUCj^+Cg, 

then there exists in W a solution of the equation 

(G<w9F,>9<<f9T>)w»0 
and the Hits approximations represent the minimizing sequence. 

Theorem 3(compactness method). Let inequalities (5) hold. Then 
there exists solution of the system (3)»(4) and subsequence of the 
Galerkin approximations converges to the solution in the norm W. 
Proofs of the theorems are in [31* 

Remark 1. The existence of the solution for equations of type til 
under the Dirichlet boundary conditions is considered in £43-

Theorem 4(bifurcation theorem). Let g-^Sgg3 O,^*^ 3 5^ 3 8 1* Le* ^aemm 

quality (6) holds. ̂  is the bifurcation point of the system (3)f 

(4) if and only if it is the eigenvalue of the problem 

* H i * (w9*)^-J<tlp(w,<*)- |tw9y]]da-([k9Pj9y)L« M [ F 0 , W ] 9 W L 2 , 

Proof is given in [31* 

It seems [33 "that in the course of the numerical solution of 
the nonlinear problems of the type [1] by the KaSanov's method 9 
the difficulties may arise due to the complexity of the process re
alisation. These difficulties can be removed by properly modifying 
the KaSanov's method [5] • Then we obtain a sequence of problems 
each of them being a special case of (1),(2). When solving these 
problems by Galerkin method, the original problem is converted to 
that one of finding solution to the systems of nonlinear algebraic 
equations of the form 

(7) t» ( V ^ B i > V fi-c^-W- o±ikm^^e1±. 
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with A i fB i fC i j k fD p q fB p^ fg l i fg 2 p f^ c being constants; w± and Pq are 

unknowns and X is a parameter. The indices if jfmfl take value from 
the one set and indices pfqfk (in general) from the other set of 
indices* Special cases of the systems (7) may be successfully sol
ved by using a perturbation method L53f as it is shown in [6]f whe
re also the proper interpretation of the results is presented* 

When using any approximate method it is convenient to have an 
aposteriori information on the solution* This information is of the 
utmost importance f when the use of an iterative method of the KA-
Sanov's type for problems of form [13 is under consideration* In the 
case of linear potential problem, the Slobodianski$ 's approach [73 
may be used provided proper conditions are satisfied* In a more ge
neral case the f olloving procedure may be used [S\ t 

Let B is a real Banach space and Y a functional defined on B. 
We are seeking 
(8) min^(u) . 

B 
Let the existence of minimum in (8) is guaranteed by the assumption 
on V • Let us suppose further, that 

<T(u)*:£ <Mu) 
i«l 

and that 

VS gradV. 
i * 

exist. Let us denote 

(9) *Jx *!<«!)* S l ^ ^ - l ^ ' 
where "X^ B1 and < f> is duality on B* Let the problem 

min J 
B 

is well defined* Let the necessary conditions of the minimisation 

of individual functionals from J are also the sufficient ones* 

Theorem 5* Let ui# ^ (i*l,2f...fn) fulfill the relations 

+ t grad V^u..) + \ ** Of 
i>X

 t n-1 
gradV (u-)s % * 

i»l 
Then JgminV holds* 

B 

Remark 2* If the Slobodianskij's assumptions are satisfied, then 
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our construction of the lower estimate is identical to that one of 

Slobodianskij. 

Remark 3. Let in (9) n*2 and V-̂  is a quadratic functional. Then 

Y-J-^Ug-UjJ, 

where iu is an arbitrary function from B. 
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